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The Black Panther universe is making a
comeback with its second movie, "Black
Panther: Wakanda Forever" which is
releasing on 11th November 2022. The
movie is equally exciting and painful for
the viewers as this is the first movie
without Chadwick Boseman. The actor,
who played T'Challa, the king of
Wakanda and the Black Panther died in
2020 from colorectal cancer. Fans are
excited to see how the movie deals with
the actor's real-life death and at the same
time cannot fathom the idea of a Black
Panther movie without the Black Panther.
Amidst every anticipation, the movie got
added hype when Rihanna announced
her collaboration with it. Recently the
singer released 'Lift Me Up' as her new
single which is the perfect example of
how an artist should be making a
comeback after a long hiatus.  The fact
that the singer is making her comeback
after 6 long years and making her
comeback with the movie’s soundtrack
has created a whole lot of publicity. The
singer’s ballad lived up completely to the
hype and the world has gotten back the
Rihanna magic. This is not the singer’s
first take at a ballad,
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Music News

Sam Smith Is Making Statements with Their Latest Song 'Unholy'

Sam Smith, the four times Grammy
winner’s latest song ‘Unholy’ has
made it to the Billboard Hot 100
chart. Sam has created this single
song featuring Kim Petras. It is the
first ever that a nonbinary artist
reached the no. 1 position. The
track is in the same position for the
last four weeks. In the song, the
artist has said about cheating in a
relationship. The way of
presentation is very much different
and that is why it has gotten the
no.1 position in the chart. In this
short period of time, this song has
got 29 million views, which is
astonishing.

Sam is a nonbinary artist and Kim
is also a trans woman. 

Thus they have depicted the story in a
whole new way which is making it even
more attractive. Before this one, Sam
has also given many songs that got into
the Billboard chart but there is
something very special about this track.
After seeing such a massive response
they have said that ‘honestly speechless’
and ‘extremely happy’ with the success
of ‘Unholy’.

They have also said ‘This song is so
special to me for so many reasons and I
am just so proud of everyone involved
for their bravery and guts and spirit’.
They have added more by saying ‘I am
so honored to get to work with such
incredibly talented musicians and
humans. And Kim… what magic you are.
You are a treasure and an inspiration to

so many’. Kim has also shared her
reaction on Instagram by saying
‘I’m so honored to be a part of your
first number one in the US which
you should have 500 of at this
point… I love you forever angel’.
She has said that it was a dream for
her though she is from Germany.
And now being in that position
really feels like fulfilling a dream.
She added more that ‘I've just
always found the UK has a more
interesting take on music than
America does most of the time’.In
this song, Sam has reached many
milestones. There is another thing
that should be celebrated that, they
are removing the barrier and
featuring a gay porn star named
Paddy O’Brian.
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Music News

ADIDAS FINALLY CUTS TIES WITH KANYE
WEST

The German sportswear, apparel wear, and accessories brand
Adidas announced on Tuesday, 25th October, that it is cutting
down all of its ties with US musician and fashion designer, Kanye
West. Now legally known as Ye, the rapper has been in a
partnership with the company for almost a decade. 
In an official statement, Adidas said, "after a thorough review, the
company has taken the decision to terminate the partnership with
Ye immediately, end production of Yeezy branded products, and
stop all payments to Ye and his companies."

The announcement came after the rapper made some
controversial statements against the Jewish people followed by
widespread condemnation by several Jewish groups. On 20th
October 2022 Jonathan Greenblatt, the Anti-Defamation League
CEO retweeted Adidas saying, "Really, @adidas? You continue to
partner w/ Ye as he spreads vile #antisemitism AND releases his

 product as we approach the anniv. of the
deadliest attack on Jewish people in US history.
Are you really this ignorant? Or simply
indifferent? #RunAwayFromHate". 
Considered to be the most influential and
famous rapper, musician, and fashion designer
of this age, Kanye West, is not unknown when it
comes to controversies. In the past, he has
already had his Instagram and Twitter accounts
suspended for controversial statements and
posts. 

This time the controversy started on October
7th, after the rapper made an Instagram post
suggesting that P. Diddy, another worldwide
successful rapper like Ye, was being controlled
by Jewish people. This post was considered to be
referring to an antiquated antisemitic trope that
says that the Jewish people have control over
global finance. This post of the rapper gathered
controversy and as a result, Instagram restricted
his account for violating its guidelines. 
After being restricted from Instagram, Ye took it
to Twitter and again attracted negative
responses. He twitted saying he was going to go,
death [sic] con 3 On JEWISH PEOPLE". Many
people think that this was in reference to
DEFCON, which is the defense readiness
condition of the US military.

After being called out on his anti-Semitism, he
further responded stating he cannot be anti-
Semitic as black people are also Jewish. He then
proceeded to make another tweet blaming other
people for changing the narrative, he stated,
“You guys have toyed with me and tried to black
ball anyone whoever opposes your agenda." As a
result, Twitter also joined Instagram in locking
his account for violating the guidelines.
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Music News

HONEY SINGH IS DATING TINA THADANI:
SOLID PROOF TO SUPPORT THIS RUMOR

Captivating and sometimes explicit rapper Yo Yo Honey Singh has
been reigning in this industry for a while but after taking a small
break now he is back and making gaining great traction for his
catchy tracks. But the fuss about him started to buzz when he
started to surprise his fans when he was seen holding hands with
a mysterious woman. In the first pictures, the faces weren’t very
clear but fans were going gaga as they had the slightest hint of
this romantic relationship.

For a while, the name of the lady wasn’t revealed but due to the
fast-paced world with a great and user-friendly internet
connection, people didn’t take much time before they knew the
name of the girl. His previous divorce case was much talked about
maybe this is the reason he didn’t want to reveal more about the
lady. But on Tuesday, Yo Yo Honey Singh shared a close-up shot of
two hands, he wrote in the caption, “Its all about us You n Me !!
My song Together Forever is out now!! Make reels with ur loved
ones”. Many are resonating with this as a promotional aspect of

 his upcoming release, but some are taking
these photos very seriously.
On Wednesday , an entertainment magazine
claimed that the person Honey Singh is dating
is Tina Thadani. After they disclosed their
identity, everyone become extremely curious to
know more about this person. They also
included photos as proof of their claims. In the
post of that news site, they shared a recent
picture of Tina Thadani where she is wearing
the same bracelet as the woman in Honey
Singh’s holding hands picture.

After digging further, people found an old
picture of them together. People are also taking
an account of how many times Tina and Honey
liked each other photos and commenting on
them on several social media platforms. Though
there are some differences of opinion on this
subject as well. As one social media user said,
“Don't see the bracelet matching. The first pic
bracelet has two nuts and the 2nd and 3rd has a
pearl. Also the first pic bracelet has a texture
and the other one is smooth,” neither Honey nor
Tina has spoken a single thing about his
rumors.
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Music News

Promising Artist Rice Is
Enhancing True Charm of
Hip-Hop With the Song
'Juice'
Experience outstanding pieces of music with the prolific artist
Rice. This artist has come up with an excellent song, titled ‘Juice’.
With this finest creation, this brilliant artist has accumulated
many listeners from all around the world.

About:

Rice is an extremely talented artist who showcased his talent and
spread his musical charm with his creations. He uses music as the
medium of conveying his thoughts, belief, and message. With the
relatable approach, he has built a connection with his listeners.
He has embraced the hip-hop genre and delivered various kinds of
soundscapes. He is an independent artist who likes to make music
on his own. He single-handedly creates, records, and produces
songs. He has also founded his production house Hustle Work
Grind Records along with his brother M-Ezy. It is his large array of
presentations that have made his musical career even more
prosperous. The mind-blowing music and intriguing write-up
have made all of the creations even more attractive.

Musical Contribution:

He is an established musician in the industry
and has given a large number of songs in his
career. The thematic and rhythmic flow of them
has garnered many ears from all around the
world. He has gotten the award of Best
Performance Video for the song ‘No Brady’ in
2021 and also achieved Best Hip-Hop Video for
‘Big Dreams’ in 2022.

All of his creations are very diverse, which has
helped him to get established in the music
industry. Apart from these, there are more
soundtracks that have attracted music
enthusiasts. Some of them are ‘Round It Up’ and
‘Stuntin' for Da Money’. Along with all this, his
way of presenting and delivering the rap has
amazed everyone.

Latest Release:

Recently he has created a buzz among all the
listeners with his latest creation ‘Juice’. The
hooky and groovy presentation is reaching out
to a large audience. The energetic music and
brisk presentation have enhanced the true
charm of the genre. He has gotten inspiration
for making this song from the renowned rapper
Tupac Shakur.

His presentation and powerful deliverance have
mesmerized all the listeners from all around the
globe. He is an established artist in the industry
and all of his songs can be heard on Spotify and
Apple Music. Visit his profile to listen to all the
songs. Apart from that, follow him on Instagram
to get all the updates on his upcoming projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Join the
Dance Floor
With Rosii's
Latest
Single 'Keep
on Dancing'
The music industry is getting
flourished by Rosii’s latest
single ‘Keep on Dancing’, a song
that can motivate everyone. The
artist is well revered for her
amazing musical creations that
have captivated global listeners.
Her smooth raspy vocal skills adapt
to every kind of soundscape and
make sure that listeners can groove
with it. She is on a mission to
spread more love and motivation
through her songs in this sad and
melancholic world. Considering her
progress and support from the fans,
it is evident that the artist has won
a lot of hearts already and she is
proceeding to win more.

Musical Contributions

This very talented music artist has
previously dropped many singles,
which created a huge buzz in the
music industry with a unique
musical approach. Her powerful
voice can blend easily with the
high-octane grooves of electronic
dance music. Being a new EDM
artist with such skills and talent is
truly creating a landmark in the
new-age music scene. The artist is
 working with Billboard-Charting
Record Producer Robert Eibach to 

create more musical milestones in
the coming days. She is also
working with David Longoria (
Qinicy Jones producer). Her
musical creations offer listeners a
deep transcending experience of
EDM, electronica, and house
music. The musical arrangement
in each track is finely calibrated
and complements the vocal skills
of the artist. The tasty beats of
dubstep and heavy bass never fail
to captivate the listeners while
the meandering voice of the
singer stirs deeper emotions.
Rosii’s talent and skills are truly
remarkable.

Latest Release

The song by Rosii which is
currently buzzing in the industry 

is ‘Keep on Dancing’. It is a track full
of invigoration and fun. There is a
potent dose of energy in the track
that channelizes through every
listener and is capable of uplifting
their mood.

Living in a world full of chaos,
sadness, and doubt; Rosii felt the
need for the good vibes that can
make others happy. And now, the
artist spending happiness with her
music. The latest track has been
released under the label Iconix
Records.

However, the singer already signed
for signed with new management
and working with Quincy Jones
producers and more. Follow her on
Spotify and Apple Music to know
more.
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Artist Spotlight

Seasoned
Recording
Artist HKG Is
Making Her
Debut in Music
With an EP ‘The
Emancipation
of Queen
Heather’

The extremely popular HKG has
spent nearly two decades in this
music industry as a prolific
recording artist. But the time has
come when she launched herself
into a new role. Having years of
expertise in the recording field now
she winning hearts with her singing
capabilities. Her sound knowledge
and experience have made her
music extremely compelling to
listen to. In her debut EP, she has
offered 3 extremely beautiful
numbers and makes every listener
hopeful for more intriguing
numbers in the future. Her journey
from a renowned recording artist to
a singer has been extremely
inspiring.

The versatile music star is winning
the world with her flawless music
styles. Since her EP was launched
people are going gaga over the
supreme styles of her tracks. She
started out in this industry nearly
20 years back as a recording artist,
and with time she has become a
known face of this industry while
she worked with various known and

unknown faces from this industry.
After spending that considerable
amount of time recording the
songs her zeal for music was
reinstated which has triggered her
to offer these three beautifully
narrated tracks of her extended
play ‘The Emancipation of Queen
Heather’.

This may be her first release but
she has profound knowledge of
music and the production of
making music. Her journey started
years back but with time she has
gained a lot of experience during
her time as a recording artist. HKG
has worked with a range of music
artists, vocalists, and many others,
and she has seen them performing
some impressive numbers and
worked beside them. And now
when she has embarked upon this

new journey people are loving her
charmingly cultivated form of music
and her profound singing
capabilities.

This October she dropped her first
ever music release, an EP ‘The
Emancipation of Queen Heather’,
with three tracks in it. Each track has
some intriguing factors which have
charmed every music lover of the
world. The first track of this EP is
‘Hurt Me Some More’, this is a
greatly narrated number with skillful
music compositions. Along with it in
this EP you will find ‘Escaping
Narcissism (ROAR)’, a perfectly
symmetrical number that has some
exquisite narratives and
overwhelming music with which you
can dance as well. The last track of
this EP is ‘Made You Look’, another
extremely compactly made number.
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Artist Spotlight

Jorge Gabriel is ready to make his Name
Permanent in the Music Industry with

Official Music Video ‘CasiTodo’

Spanish music and songs are rapidly
taking over the global music industry.
In the midst of it, Jorge Gabriel is a
rising star in the industry who is
aiming for a global audience and
charts. He has recently released the
official music video of his single, ‘Casi
Todo’ and it is already stirring up the
pot of the global music industry. As a
rising Latin pop star, Jorge Gabriel is in
possession of great talent for
making music and a mesmerizing
singing voice that is fetching him
increasing popularity among the global
fan base.

The artist is known for his talent for

singing and communicating with
the audience through his music.
From childhood, he was drawn to
singing and music and at the age
of just 8, he started his music
career.
 He then went along  and released
music throughout the years and
recently in 2015, he made an
appearance in "La Banda". It is a
Spanish singing competition
series that was created by Simon
Cowell and musician Ricky Martin.
Gabriel is an artist who is multi-
talented and has the caliber of
making enchanting music that
will attract listeners and will give

 them an unforgettable experience.
 
After beginning his singing career
at the age of 8, he signed his first
development deal with "Sony BMI
Perfect Storm Music Group". It was
under Robin Godfrey-Cass that Ali
Tamposi has been a big help. After
appearing in the Spanish singing
competition series, 'La Banda', in
2018, he started working with other
talented and infamous songwriters
and music producers. Some of these
talented musicians are Karloff "The
New Breed", and Elijah King. He has
also won Disney & Kellogg's Latin
national vocal competition
"Estrellita's Kellogg's".

From his first music video of "Over
You" to his recent release of ‘Casi
Todo’ his musical journey has
beengreat and is awaiting more
recognition and appreciation.

The glimpse of Jorge Gabriel’s
engulfing musicality can be clearly
seen at the release of the fresh
track, ‘Casi Todo’. Now that the
music video is officially released, it
can be the most-streamed track of
his discography. The soothing
tunes, upbeat music, and the
perfect quirkiness of pop music
make the track even more alluring.
The video showcases the beauty of
the artist and his art. The music
video follows the theme of a
minimal setting, complementing
the track's unique composition.

You can watch the video on
YouTube and listen to it on Spotify.
On the platform, there are some of
his previous videos such as
'Prisionero De Amor', 'Cambias Mi
Mundo' and "Over You". You can
also follow him on Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram for further
updates.
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Artist Spotlight

Charming Music Star Rodney Miller Is Winning Hearts With His
Brilliant Work In ‘My Precious Little Doll’

The incredible artist Rodney Miller
is back with a brilliant number ‘My
Precious Little Doll’. A song
dedicated to all mothers who are
blessed with a daughter.

Music is the only language that can
connect everyone raising above all
political boundaries. And this song
‘My Precious Little Doll’ is an open
letter to every woman who has had
a daughter. Having a child is a
brilliant feeling but having a
daughter can be a blessing, Rodney
Miller is making sure that people
can connect with this number. The
melodiously profound song starts
with the “Like an angel you came
down from the clouds”. 

The gripping narration of this makes the
song more enjoyable to listen to. His
journey from singing in the church to
songwriting is widely inspiring. Being
inspired by various legendary artists he
has written some intriguing and
relatable lines.

The bonding between a daughter and
her mother is extremely special, and this
video has picturized this special
relationship with a lot of minute details.
In the video of ‘My Precious Little Doll’
you will see some heart-melting
instances of a mother-daughter
relationship.

The messy ways of baking that first cake
together or taking a walk in nature, this
song celebrates this connection with a

lot of colors and vibrations. This
song doesn’t only share the flowery
verses it also describes the
gravitating portion where a mother
had to let go of her child for their
children's better future.

Rodney Miller narrated each line of
the song with much love and care.

This song is available on various
music-streaming platforms like
Spotify, YouTube, Apple Music,
Napster, and SoundCloud.

You can know about him and his
musical journey on Ourstage.
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Artist Spotlight

Get
Indulged in
The
Exclusive
Music of
‘Practice
Time’ by
The Artist
Gwizzz
Experience brilliant music with the
artist Gwizzz. This artist is
spreading his musical aura with his
songs. This artist is gaining a lot of
attention with his latest song
‘Practice Time’. His unique
presentations have accumulated
listeners from all around the world
in a short time span.

About:

Garon Cummings Nedrick, globally
known as Gwizzz is a hip-hop
artist. This artist has chosen a
different way of presenting his
creations. His innovative style of
delivering the songs has attracted
all the listeners. His professional
write-up along with the
enthusiastic music has spread a
charm among everyone. The
thematic and rhythmic flow of his
tracks has reached out to global
music enthusiasts. He likes to work
as an independent artist, who
single-handedly creates, records,

and produces his musical crafts.
His diverse presentation has
helped him to grow in the
industry and create a different
identity in the industry. He is a
true inspiration for all young
artists as he is taking the genre to
another dimension.

Musical contribution:

This artist is a profound artist who
has given a lot of songs in his
career. He presented a bunch of
different kinds of songs. His
creations are appreciated by all
because all of his soundtracks
have diverse traits in them. This
artist experiments a lot and
creates various kinds of pieces of
music. His quality has kept all the
listeners hooked to him.

There are a lot of songs, which has
gathered ears from all around the
world. Some of the praiseworthy
creations are ‘Bits Of Stories’,
‘Nasty’, ‘Night Time’, and
‘Tragedy’. All these tracks are
different in every aspect that has
churned out the true flavor of the
genre.

Latest release:

Gwizzz has generated a sensation
among all the listeners with his
latest soundtrack, titled ‘Practice
Time’. He has enriched the song with
profound lyricism and an attractive
tune.

The subtle flow of it grows slowly
and hits hard as the song progresses.
Along with that, his flawless
presentation has made the song
even more captivating. This artist
always comes with new kinds of
music and this has made his musical
career even more prosperous. He has
shown every flavor of hip-hop
through this soulful music.

All his creations are available on
YouTube, Spotify, and apple music.
So, visit his profile to listen to all the
magnificent songs. Apart from that,
follow him on his website to get all
the updates on his upcoming
projects.
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Artist Spotlight

The American Pop Singer
TACEY Impresses Fans
with 'Otra Notificación'

Latin pop urban music has a freshness and upbeat composition
that impresses music lovers from all over the world. The emerging
artist and the American Pop Singer, TACEY is one of those artists
who realized their potential and aim big. She has recently released
her second single, ‘Otra Notificación’, which is already making
quite a buzz in the global music industry. Music lovers from all
over the world are praising the upbeat composition of the track,
quirky lyrics, and mesmerizing vocal tunes.  

TACEY is an 18-year-old pop diva who has been a rising star in the
Latin-pop music industry. The promising talent has the caliber to
go big and her alluring voice supports the argument. Apart from
being a singer, she is also a dancer and a performer who started
her journey when she was mere 4 years old, as she started dancing

 competitively. This multi-talented powerhouse
has always been passionate about music and art
and has masterfully developed this into
fervency. Since she was four years old, she has
been living off stage and has won many awards
and recognitions throughout her life for her
performance and singing.

This American Pop Singer was discovered at the
age of 15 years by the American Grammy-
winning record producer, Damon Elliott, who
also produced music for Britney Spears,
Christina Aguilera, Beyonce, Pink, etc.

Even though she has practically spent her entire
life surrounded by music on stage, it has not
been long since the artist debuted in the music
industry. Her debut single, 'Conmigo'' is a
Spanish track that has both English and Spanish
lyrics in it.

She has been competing professionally as a
dancer since she was 4 years old and she was
exposed to all kinds of music which inspired her
to become a musician herself. 'Conmigo' was a
huge hit which was followed by her recent
release, ‘Otra Notificación’. This is also a
Spanish track, which adds added flavor to the
composition. However, she plans to release
music in the future which is 100% English along
with her journey with Spanish music.

‘Otra Notificación’ is a Spanish bop that
captivates the listeners' attention throughout.
As a dancer herself, the artist knows how to
make the audience move. The knowledge she
gained in all these years being on stage, she has
put all her artistic knowledge into making the
track a complete banger.

The upbeat music has the audience groove and
comes to the dance floor. The composition of
the track is fresh and luminous which is ideally
complemented by the quirky lyrics. The artist
also showed her caliber of being a singer in the
bewitching vocal tunes in the track.

You can listen to it on Spotify, Soundcloud, and
YouTube along with her previous track,
'Conmigo'. For more insights, you can follow her
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and her official
website.
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Artist Spotlight

Lil Squid’s
Latest
Album
‘Pivot’ Is
Making
Some Brisk
Moves
Rising like the sun in the new-age
hip-hop industry, Lil Squid is
making some significant progress
in the music industry with his
talent, skills, and timeless bangers.
This young rapper is a versatile
performer who is capable of
reflecting thoughts through his
craft that resonates with the
listeners.

He has recently dropped an album
named ‘Pivot’ which is revolving at
the epitome of everyone’s
attention. While the making of his
upcoming album is going on full
throttle, let’s take a better look at
this artist’s life and craft.

American hip-hop artists Lil Squid,
also known as Squid Da Savage is
one of those superstars who not
only inspire people through his
craft only but also with his journey
of progress. This young rapper is
based in Atlanta and spreading his
musical aura all over the world. He
started writing rap tracks at a very
young age and within a few years,
he created several rap singles. Soon
his work was discovered by Major
Record Labels such as Indie Nation,
Lit House Records, and many

PIN
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 others. He is versatile with his
craft and he keeps doing freestyles
to get better and better. His
musical arsenal is the biggest
example of his consistency, hard
work, and dedication.

Till now, this rapper has released
numerous rap singles and albums
that are buzzing in the music
industry. Bouncing with 10
singles, 3 E.P mixed tapes, and
experimental projects he has
proved to the industry what is
capable of.

His Christmas special track ‘Bells’
is meant to enjoy in all seasons
and all the time. ‘Different Vibez’
is one of his blockbuster albums
that offered listeners 12 awesome
bangers. Similarly, there is
‘Untouchable’ that captivated his
fans very much. Currently, he is

 working on a new project which is
scheduled to be released soon.

Lil Squid’s brand new album ‘Pivot’
is creating a huge buzz in the music
industry.

It consists of 12 amazing bangers,
starting with the titled track as well
as the namesake track ‘Pivot’. Some
of the other singles like ‘Atl
Anthem’, ‘TUPAC’, etc have already
garnered much attention from the
audience.

However, listeners can also enjoy
some of the new creations such as
‘What You Sayin’, ‘Digging My
Rhythm’, ‘Whats The Vibe’, and the
list goes on.

The album is currently available on
all major music platforms. Follow
him on Spotify, SoundCloud,
Instagram, and his official website.
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Music News

BEYONCÉ CLAIMED THAT 'RIGHT SAID FRED'
WAS PAID FOR THE USAGE OF THEIR SONG

"I'M TOO SEXY"
Beyoncé was previously accused of using a musical created by a
popular British Pop band known as Right Said Fred. The members
of the band claimed that the singer has utilized their song ‘I'm
Too Sexy’ without their permission which rose questions about
copyright infringement.

The singer has finally opened up and hit back at the band by
calling their allegations "erroneous and incredibly disparaging."
The singer also claimed that the band is being already paid for the
copyright.

Previously, during the 2022 Broad Music Inc Awards in London;
the leading members of the band such as Fred and Richard
Fairbrass called out Beyoncé for using their track ‘I'm Too Sexy’ in
a recent musical single titled ‘Alien Superstar’ which appears in
her recent album ‘Renaissance’.

Talking about the singer, the members of the band said, "Normally
the artist approaches us but Beyoncé didn’t because she is such an
arrogant person." They further added, "She just had probably
thought ‘come and get me’, so we heard about it after the fact,
when you did." The members said, "To use our melody they need
our permission so they send us the demo and we approve it and if
so we get a co-write credit,".

Talking about the differences in the artists they said, "With this
Beyoncé thing there are 22 writers, it’s ridiculous, so we would get
about 40 [pence]. The reason that is happening we think is
because there is so little money now in the actual sales, people
like friends, golfing partners, engineers, bookers, and the guy who

brings the coke, they all want a cut."

Many major artists such as Drake, Taylor Swift,
and many others have acquired permission from
the band the Fairbrass brothers before utilizing
their music in their works. However, the
brothers are not ready to challenge Beyoncé
since she possesses a lot more power and money
in the industry.

However, the singer claimed on Thursday that
the Fairbrass brothers were paid for the music
and they gave permission to utilize the
elements in her song. She said in a statement,
"Permission was not only granted for its use, but
they publicly spoke of their gratitude for being
on the album."

The singer further added, "For their song, there
was no sound recording use, only the
composition was utilized. Permission was asked
of their publisher on May 11, 2022, and the
publisher approved the use on June 15, 2022.

They were paid for the usage in August 2022."
She also pointed to a tweet in July by the band
that reads, "it’s nice to get a writing credit on
the new ‘Beyoncé album. ‘Renaissance’ Credits:
Drake, A.G. Cook, Syd, Right Said Fred, & More."
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Music News

Nora Fatehi Is Creating History with Her Vocals in
the FIFA World Cup 2022 Anthem 'Light The Sky'
Nora Fatehi is now joining the club
of Jennifer Lopez and Shakira. Her
music videos have her in the news
for her gripping dancing abilities,
and now are going to be a part of
history as she has not just flaunted
her dance moves in the official
Qatar World Cup anthem ‘Light
The Sky’. The Qatar Government
chose the artist after the world
witnessed her brilliant and
versatile dancing abilities.

The Bollywood actress has faced
critique for her acting
performances. She has been bullied
by her nationality, yet being the
face of India in this Qatar World
Cup anthem has been a proud
moment for her and the entire

nation. After she won the world with her
dance moves now the world is praising
her for her singing abilities as well.

The Dilbar girl is seen in the video with
a brief Hindi rapping portion and his
bold and beautiful dancing styles. And
the quirked ‘Chalo Chalo’ is going to a
banner-worthy portion for the
upcoming matches of the Qatar World
Cup 2022.

Previously the official page of FIFA
released the official video ‘Hayya Hayya’
and now they have released this
multilingual track in English, Hindi, and
Moroccan, on the 7th of October. Along
with Nora in this video are Balqees,
Rahma Riad, and Manal. The video was
choreographed by Sadeck Waff and
produced by RedOne.

The craze that football is
unparalleled but the joining of
India has been a proud moment for
every Indian. Yet, watching Nora
rapping the lines like a pro is
offering goosebumps.

The third verse of the track holds
the Hindi portion, where she sings
the lines “Hamein karna hai jo,
Ham karenge wahin, Ham jaisa
yahan, Par koi bhi nahi, Chahe east
or west, Ham milenge yahin, You
don’t need no rest, You can lean on
me”.
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Music News

Apple Music Is offering Plenty Of Reasons To Ditch Spotify And
Others

Perhaps it is the best time to swap
from Spotify Music to Apple Music
as the platform is offering some
good enough reasons with its long
journey of seven years. While the
platform is proving itself beneficial
for both the listeners and artists on
it, there are some features every
music lover should know.

Obviously, Apple Music does not
provide free services like Spotify
with advertisements; but when it
comes to opting for a paid
subscription option, Apple Music
proves to be better in every way.
The subscription plans come at the
same pricing which is $9.99 a
month. The monthly family plan of
Apple Music with 6 different
accounts also costs less than
Spotify at a range of $14.99 to
$15.99.

Other than its affordability, Apple Music
has over 100 million songs right which
increased from 30 million songs earlier
and it is even higher than Spotify’s
current status of 80 million songs along
with numerous podcasts as well. Apple
Music is adding over 20,000 tracks every
day.

While most successful music artists are
available on both platforms, Apple is
offering more opportunities to brag
about a newly found indie band with its
huge collection and finest curation.
However, is it still enough the switch
from Spotify?

Well, no listener wants to compromise
with the quality of music when the user
is opting for paid subscription service
for music. Apple Music provides access
to spatial audio and true hi-res audio at
24 bits/48kHz which is truly a treat to
eardrums. However, the high

 audio quality does not seek any
addition cost as it is included in the
basic packages already. Spotify on
the other hand is creating a new
version of high-quality audio which
will be out soon. This version will
be known as Spotify HiFi. Just like
the listeners, music artists can also
gain more benefits by focusing on
this single platform. Apple Music
pays way more for a single stream
than Spotify does. So, garnering
more streams on Apple Music can
truly help to build a successful
career ahead.

Apple Music might not compatible
with all consoles other than PS5
but its CarPlay mode and
connectivity with the Apple TV 4K
are too fluent. IOS users should
definitely take an advantage of this
golden opportunity.
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Music News

Arijit Singh
Has
become the
7th Most
Followed
Asian
Soloist on
Spotify
One of the most talented playback
singers in Bollywood, Arijit Singh
sets a new benchmark with a
massive fan base. The artist has
made his place in the top 10 most
followed artists on Spotify and
gaining much global recognition
right now.

The singer who has gifted listeners
back-to-back chartbuster singles
and melodious Bollywood tracks is
now competing with global singers
and rappers. He is the first ever solo
Asian as well as an Indian music
artist to achieve this. He was the
most followed Asian solo music
artist in the year 2020 and 2021,
according to Spotify. And now,
Arijit is giving tough competition
to global artists.

The ‘Kesariya’ singer has offered
some of the most unforgettable
tracks in Bollywood such as ‘Tum
Hi ho’, ‘Dil Samhal Zara’, ‘Gerua’,
and the list goes on with thousands
of others. With his massive follower
base spreading all over the world,
the singer is reaching new heights
of success.

 It is time for his fans and
followers to celebrate as the
singer has become the 7th most-
followed music artist on Spotify
among global rappers and pop
stars. The top 10 most followed
artist list has been revealed
recently and it showed Arijit in
seventh place right after Eminem.

The singer has beaten Taylor Swift
in the game of followers as she is
featured at number eight. Bad
Bunny is featured at number 9
with 56 million global followers
and BTS at number 10 with 55
million.The top 10 list is aced by
Ed Sheeran with over 103 million
followers. Ariana Grande and
Billie Eilish are featured in the
second and third positions
respectively. Drake has taken the
fourth position with over 67
million followers and last

but not least, Just Bieber is in 5th
position with 66 million followers on
Spotify.

As soon as the list surfaced, many
lauded Arijit for making this
achievement. However, some of the
users also showed different
emotions saying that the Indian
Music listener base is divided among
various platforms such as JioSaavn,
Gaana, Wynk Music, and Spotify as
well. Perhaps that is the reason it
took so long. Others have claimed
that Taylor Swift and Bad Bunny are
supposed to stay on the top based on
weekly charts. So, it is all about the
Algorithm that made Arijit hit the
top 10 list.No matter what the
reason is, Arijit has finally made his
place in the global music industry
and more golden days are coming on
the way.
Stay Tuned to know more!
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Music News

BECKY G SHARED VIDEO OF ‘AMANTES’
WITH DÁVILES DE NOVELDA

Becky G, the renowned American singer shared her memory of her
recent visit to the country Spain. She has recently dropped a video
of her soundtrack ‘Amantes’. It is a bachata song given by the
artist, which has gained a huge response from everyone. The video
has been directed by Zazo Canvas.

In this video, audiences got to see the unseen clips of her from the
European adventure. Becky is a singer who has a huge fanbase for
her unique work. in the video, along the Becky, Dáviles de Novelda
has also been seen. She has performed the song roaming around
in the city. And this video has given a refreshing vibe that
everyone has enjoyed thoroughly. They have shown many special
places in the video, like Museo Nacional Thyssen-Bornemisza,
Casa Alberto, and Corral de la Moreria. It is her first-ever bachata
creation and that has created a buzz among all.

In the song, she has sang ‘Cántame flamenco yo te bailo una
bachata/Báilame pega, baby que tú me arrebata,” Becky sings. “Tú
me vuelves loca, la mirada me delata/Me haces falta’, which
means ‘Sing me a flamenco song, and I’ll dance you a
bachata/Let’s dance close, I want you to grab me/You

drive me crazy, my look shows it/I need you’.

This artist has said on social media that ‘Spain
has always been a really special country for me,
I filmed this video with images of my family, my
team, and my perspective during my time in
Spain’.

She has shown her diversity with this
soundscape. This artist always tries to come up
with something very different and that is what
kept everyone hooked to them. She has said to
the media that ‘You can hear different sonics in
the production, down to the melody, and each
song has a space of its own. I wanted to own
that as my superpower, versus it being just an
artist singing songs just because… It was so
intentional to step outside the box, especially
for my Spanish-speaking fans who might not be
used to hearing certain sonics from me.’

She continued by saying ‘That’s one thing I
think is so unique about my experience in the
industry: I did start singing in English, then
went to Spanish, then went to both. So it was
like the reverse crossover, then the crossover’.

3Angeles
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Music News

Taylor Swift
Is Back with
Another
Cinderella
Story for Her
Latest
Music Video
'Bejeweled'
On the 25th of October Taylor Swift
unveiled her second release from
her ‘Midnight’ music video series.
Now, this is the time for some
shimmering ‘Bejeweled’.

The old story of Cinderella has
been widely disapproved by the
independent women of today who
will not wait for a man to propose
and take them out of misery. Based
on this elevated theme where a girl
takes herself out of that misery and
enters a shining castle.

The almost 6 minutes video is
telling a story where three mean
girls along with their mother are
giving our not-so-naive Cinderella.
While the girls were being mean to
Taylor she replied back with much-
needed zest.

Taylor herself has directed the
video, and you will see Jack
Antonoff as the “Prince” along with
him you can see Laura Dern and the
Haim sisters and Dita Von Teese as
a cameo in the video.

The video opens in a dark gloomy
cellar room, where they have a
conversation about the upcoming
contest to win over the prince’s
proposal, in the beginning of the
video you can see the names of
three characters and their
intention.

The winner of the contest will be
the proposed prince and will get
married to him but before that to
reward the winner there was a
selected castle.

As the story proceeds you can see
Tay Tay having a great time in a
bathtub that looks like a martini
glass. Just before she announced
the video release, she wrote as a
caption of a photo of her dressed
up as Cinderella, “Midnight, what
a storied and fabled hour… On
this sparkling evening, I’ll be

 releasing my twist on a fairytale we
all know. The one about the girl and
her step sisters and the clock
striking 12…” She continued, “This
video is wild, whimsical, and created
SPECIFICALLY for you, my beloved
fans who have paved this
shimmering path. Look out for some
dazzling cameos! Join us later for a
very Bejeweled premiere.” Last she
added a diamond emoji to her
caption as well. The album is
alreadya big hit and the newly
launched video is already trending in
the 11th position on YouTube.
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MeUp'ashernewsinglewhichistheperfectexampleofhow
anartistshouldbemakingacomebackafteralonghiatus.

Thefactthatthesingerismakinghercomebackafter6long
yearsandmakinghercomebackwiththemovie'ssoundtrack
hascreatedawholelotofpublicity.Thesinger'sballadlived
upcompletelytothehypeandtheworldhasgottenbackthe
Rihannamagic.Thisisnotthesinger'sfirsttakeataballad,
her"Stav'hasruledthemusicchartsandtheheartsofmusic

loversforalongtime.

NowLiftMeUp'ishavingasimilarimpactonherfans.Ifyou
areafanofRihannaorhaveeverlistenedtohermusic,which
issohardnotto,youwouldknowhowpowerfulhervocals

canbe.Theglimpseofherpowerfulvocalscombinedwiththe
soothingmusicaltuneshascreatedaperfectambiancewhich
iscaptivatingthelisteners.Whatcanbeabettertributeto
ChadwickBosemanthanthisspectacularpieceofmusic?

Themusicvideoisreleasedatthesametimeastheaudio

andpeoplearegoingemotionalbythevisuals.Thevideo
usedscenesfromthemoviewhichappearedtobetheshots
fromT'Challa'sfuneralandthesceneswithRihannawere
shotatthebeachatthetimeoftwilight.Thebreezeinher
singer'shair,thelowlights,andtheaestheticscreateda

perfectambiancethatmatchesthecompositionofthetrack.

'LiftMeUp'isbeautifullywritten,andcontainslyricsof
peaceandharmonywhichisidealforthemovieandthe
theme.Rihanna'svoicesoundedangeliconthetrack,
provingthesinger'sabilitytocreatemagic.Manyofthe
fanswereexpectingupbeatmusic,butthesinger'schoice
foraballadseemedtobetheperfectchoiceandthe
perfecttributetothebelovedT'ChallaofMarvel.

ChadwickBoseman.

WatchthevideoonYouTubeandlistentoiton
streamingplatforms!



Pre Release

SZA Shared
More about
Her Upcoming
Album,
Confirming
She Has
Recorded 100
Tracks by Far
SZA’s highly anticipated album is
released around the corner. And the
craze is elevated after she
corroborated that she has recorded
100 songs for the album.

After the recording sessions, SZA
finally revealed the reason behind
this long waiting period for her
upcoming album. She says that she
recorded 100 tracks for this album,
and the last weekend the star
stated this. She was asked by a
paparazzo at LAX airport about the
time when the album will be
released and her fans can have a
great time listening to her songs.
She charmingly said more news
about the upcoming is going to
publicize “any day” now, and
everyone should be updated very
soon.

While she made her way to the TSA
pre-check line the paparazzo asked,
“How many total songs do you
think you’ve recorded?” And she
replied beneath her white hoodie
and the black mask, “Total? A
hundred, maybe? Like, I don’t even
know, actually… Five years' worth
of material.”

Later on, she was asked by the 

same paparazzo to reveal
something about the songs of this
extremely crazed album and how
many songs are going to be there.
This is her sophomore album, she
released her debut album in 2017
“Ctrl”. About release dates, she
responded “I’m hoping it goes
well,” without giving any specifics.

Previously her “Ctrl” got a
Grammy nomination for the best
urban contemporary album. In the
very same year, she was
nominated as the best artist as
well. She joined Justin Timberlake,
Clipse, Q-Tip, and Pharrell along
with various other artists at the
2022 Something in the Water
festival in Washington, D.C. over
the Juneteenth Weekend.

Recently, she was a part of the 10th
iteration of Global Citizen fest in
Accra, Ghana, to celebrate the 20th
Anniversary of the African Union.

Meanwhile ‘Ctrl’ has already
celebrated its 5 years of success
earlier this year. If the wait seems to
be hard on you then you also can
revisit her previous tracks whether
with Travis Scott or with Rodney
Jerkin.

She said, “That was always my
dream to work with him based on his
work with Brandy and Amerie,”
about working with Jerkins and
added, “did like seven records in one
day.” While the wait for the album is
long after revisiting ‘I Hate You' and
‘Love Galore’ or ‘Shirt’, justified the
wait.
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Event News

Liverpool Is Going To Host the Eurovision Song Contest 2023
Liverpool defeated Glasgow and has
been selected for the Eurovision
Song Contest 2023. This news has
created a buzz among everyone and
excited for the show.

Liverpool has been announced as
the host for the Eurovision Song
Contest 2023. Graham Norton has
declared the news through a social
media post that Liverpool is going
to host the show. Ukraine was a
part of the run-off but couldn’t win
the show. Along with that, Ukraine
cannot host the show due to the
war.

The Liverpool mayor said to
Ukraine in the event ‘do you proud’.
Joanne Anderson said that ‘faced
strong competition from Glasgow’.
She has also said ‘This is a massive
event and the eyes of the world will
be on us in May, especially those of
our friends in Ukraine… Now
begins months of work to put on

the best party ever. Ukraine - you have
my promise we will do you proud’.

UK Prime Minister Liz Truss said that
Liverpool would ‘put on an
unforgettable show which celebrates the
rich culture and creativity of Ukraine’.

The director of the city council's Culture
Liverpool, Claire McColgan has given
her statement that ‘It feels like the
whole city kind of jumped in the air at
exactly the same time tonight’.

Along with them, a lot of people have
uttered their statements. The Culture
Secretary has said Michelle Donelan
‘The city loves music and knows how to
throw a party, so I've no doubt it will
host a spectacular experience for the
thousands in attendance and millions
watching at home on the BBC’.

Sonia, the artist who participated in
Eurovision in 1993 and came second
stated that ‘Scousers know how to party

and we're going to have the biggest
party ever’.

Everyone has shown their
excitement after the
announcement. DJ Candi
celebrated the news by playing the
classic music of Sir Cliff Richard's
1968 Eurovision. She also said
‘Anything that brings investment
into the city has got to be good,
hasn't it?’.

She has also said ‘We're only
hosting Eurovision to support
Ukraine, aren't we, because we
didn't win it [this year]. The UK has
decided to do that, and I'm glad
that Liverpool won it, and sorry for
Glasgow. Sort of!’.

Everyone is eagerly waiting for the
show and is very much excited to
see Liverpool in the Eurovision
Song Contest 2023.
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Music Review
Two peas of Migos, Quavo,
and Takeoff have built
serious anticipation in the
industry when the news of
their collaborative album
first dropped. Now that the
album, 'Only Built For
Infinity Links' has been
released, it can be said that
maybe this album is the
strongest project of post-
Migos time.

Two peas of Migos, Quavo,
and Takeoff have built
serious anticipation in the
industry when the news of
their collaborative album
first dropped. Now that the
album, 'Only Built For
Infinity Links' has been
released, it can be said that
maybe this album is the
strongest project of post-
Migos time. The trio,
formerly known as the
Migos started at the
underground scenes and
crawl their way up to the
main rap industry with the
omme3nse talent. The
Atlanta trio officially ended
in 2021 in rap glory. This
created hype for the rap
album even more as this is
the first time, two main
rappers of the trio are
coming together in an
attempt to create the same
magic that the trio Offset,
Quavo, and Takeoff created.

The 18 track-album is now
out and the positive
responses from all around
the world along with
increasing streaming on
social platforms say that
the attempt was successful.
The total run time of the
album is approximately 1

4.7/5
By Daily Music Roll

QUAVO AND TAKEOFF
FINALLY RELEASE THEIR
COLLABORATIVE BRAND

NEW JOINT ALBUM 'ONLY
BUILT FOR INFINITY LINKS'

!  !  !  !  " 

hour and features some happening names in the rap
music industry of recent times, such as Young Thug,
Gunna, NBA YoungBoy, Summer Walker, Gucci Mane,
and more.

The album, 'Only Built For Infinity Links' is named after
the Wu-Tang Clan member ‘Only Built 4 Cuban Linx’
and the rappers revealed that they were given
Raekwon‘s blessing to name the project. The opener of
the album, 'Two Infinity Links', works as the perfect trip

of nostalgia, yet serves a
bigger purpose of letting
people know that their
bond goes deeper and
declares their brotherhood.
The most notable feature of
the album is definitely
Summer Walker who is
absolute bliss in the track
'Mixy’ with the hint of R&B
that creates a fun and
exciting musical tease. ‘See
Bout It’ is another notable
track featuring Mustard
that is truly a spicy Latin
surprise for the fans.  ‘Bars
Into Captions’ honors
Southern rap forebears
OutKast in a unique way,
creating a true treat to the
ears. Gucci Mane also has
given one of his career-
defining flashy
performances on ‘Us vs.
Them’.This 18-track long
album is most definitely the
strongest project of post-
Migos but relies heavily on
the past and nostalgia. Yet
it was able to create its own
flavor that excites the
audience. Justifying the
excitement and
anticipation of the fans, the
album is creating a feeling
of exhilaration for the post-
Migos upcoming projects.
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Music Review
The 1975 is offering some
amazing musical
experience and maturity
with its latest album ‘Being
Funny in a Foreign
Language’, an eleven-track
pop music album.

The 1975 is churning out
some musical brilliance in
2022 with its latest album
‘Being Funny in a Foreign
Language’. As quirky as its
title suggests, this 44-
minute-long pop album is a
roller coaster of emotions
that are highly relatable in
the modern world. Whether
it is feeble psyches and
tired eyes on social media
or the relationship with
boredom where intimacy is
found through Facetime;
this album is masterfully
crafted to reflect the lives
of listeners, the common,
and the mass. There is
romance, fun, comedic
edge, and a naked depiction
of society. This latest album
consists of a total of 11
singles and each of them is
marking an epic comeback
of this highly-talented
English pop-rock band.

The 1975 is actually making
good music that not only
sounds good but is quite
intriguing to spark
emotions among the
listeners, especially the
youth with a sense of
radicality and sincerity.
Unlike previous albums like
‘A Brief Inquiry Into Online
Relationships (2018)’,
‘Notes on a
ConditionalForm (2020)’,
etc; the band is showing
more maturity as the latest
album does not offer the

4.7/5
By Daily Music Roll

BEING FUNNY IN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE: THE
1975’S EPIC COMEBACK

!  !  !  !  " 

thumbing of taps but rather provides careful use of
classic guitars, drums, saxophone, and some major
hooks. Jack Antonoff did a great job with his production
help which made this album shorter and more focused.

Matty Healy didn’t fail to
captivate the fans with his
unparalleled skills of
singing and songwriting.
Whether a satirist or
romantic person or a
postmodernist; Matty fits
every role as he speaks from
the heart.

The latest album ‘Being
Funny in a Foreign
Language’ offers some of
the most wholesome
musical experiments along
with many emotional
transitions related to the
band. The track ‘Part Of
The Band’ is the greatest
reflection of himself. On
the other hand, the band
utilized Environmental
activist Greta Thunberg’s
essay on climate to craft
the lead and namesake
single ‘The 1975’.

The band is paving a way
for a change, a hope for a
better future that
channelizes through
everyone.

Released under the label of
Dirty Hit Records, this
album also offers ample
romantic singles such as
‘Looking For Somebody (To
Love)’, ‘I’m In Love With
You’, ‘About You’, ‘When We
Are Together’, etc.

It is romantic, it is cliché, it
is profound and most
importantly it is 1975 that
makes everyone groove.
The album is currently
buzzing through all the
major music platforms.
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Music Review
Taylor Swift has dropped
her latest album
‘Midnights’ and it is
acquiring a large number of
listeners. This creation of
her has created a buzz
among everyone.

The biggest pop album has
been released and no one
was being able to wait for
more. The global pop icon
Taylor Swift has dropped
her brand new album
‘midnights’ that everyone
was eagerly anticipating.
They were no promotions
about the release except for
the announcement. But it
created one of the biggest
buzzes of all time. This
artist often shared some
bits of the album, which
encouraged the listeners
immensely. People were
extremely moved and
intrigued by the album. It is
her 10th studio album, and
it is fulfilling in every
possible way.

Her voice has been
presented with electronic
guitars. In this album, she
has tried out some different
things that have made the
album even more
captivating. With this
album, listeners got the
opportunity to experience
something extremely
unique. The diverse
presentation has left
everyone enthralled. Taylor
made a powerful comeback
with this album that no one
can take their eyes off.

The fascinating
descriptions and hooky
music has made all the
song diverse. 

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

TAYLOR SWIFT’S
‘MIDNIGHTS’ IS

SPREADING ELECTRONIC
POP VIBES WITH IT

!  !  !  !  " 

With such a large array of variations, Taylor has
succeeded to attract her global audience. She has shown
a whole different kind of confidence in this creation of
her. There are thirteen enigmatic tracks that are
enriched with profound lyricism and music. She has
shaken the world of pop with this album and stunned
everyone. This artist has stated a completely different
vibe by delivering these pieces of music. It is a very
special creation for the artist along with her listeners.

She has faced a lot of trouble with her previous works
for the productions but now she has become from Miss
Americana in favor to Miss Not-Afraid-to-Borrow-

Kendrick’s-Producer. And
this initiative of hers is
making a lot of difference.
While making this album
she has collaborated with
Jack Antonoff. Along with
that, there was something
that everyone was talking
about.

A brand would be
structured with various
songs of artists and this has
been proposed by Lana Del
Rey, but Taylor was not
much informed about that.
There are many things that
Taylor has given her
statement through this
album. That is why her way
of presentation has
changed a lot. Now people
are getting to see
something from Taylor that
no one has ever seen
before.

The speculating deliverance
Taylor has stunned all
music enthusiasts. This
artist is adding a new
charm to pop music culture
with this album. Those
people who were saying her
creations are getting
monotonous; this album is
something that they should
listen to.
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K-POP ICON BTS HAS ANNOUNCED THEY ARE
JOINING KOREAN MILITARY SERVICE

On October 17, 2022, BigHit Entertainment which is the record
label and management label of BTS announced that the members
of BTS will complete their mandatory military service and it will
start with the band's oldest member Jin. The other 6 boys will
follow and join him shortly.

Why does BTS need to serve in the military? 

According to the laws in South Korea, all able-bodied men in the
country who are in the age group of 18 to 28 years must serve in
the military. The time period is said to be between 18 to 21
months. It is to defend their country against North Korea and its
nuclear-armed, aggressive, pro-war mentality.

It is mandatory for every man who is able-bodied to join the force
by the age of 30 years. In the past, some exceptions were made for
men who have won gold medals in the Olympics, Asian games for
South Korea, or other classical musicians or dancers who have
won top prizes in certain international/ national competitions.

Can there be any exceptions? 

Regarding this, there has been a debate that is going on whether
BTS will be joining the mandatory military service or will be
excused too. Needless to say, the Korean band has had a huge
impact on the international music industry. Their record-breaking
musical projects, international fame, and worldwide popularity
have been a great help in spreading South Korean culture to the
world. The group has also contributed to the country's overall
economy on a larger scale. There has been a buzz in the country
since BTS is currently the biggest boyband in the world, they will

qualify for the exemption. Where many
supported their exemption, there has been
opposition as well.

The debate and the decision

Some of the BTS members are approaching the
age of 30 years, so the debate was becoming
even stronger. On October 5th, during the
parliament audit, Lee Yong Ho who is a member
of the People Power Party asked Minister Park
to review the issue of BTS's military service. In
response, Minister Park has said, "Member Jin's
enlistment is set to be sorted out by December,
but the MCST will finalize our stance before
that". He further added, "We are
comprehensively reviewing the issue by looking
at various aspects including the points that
national defense is a sacred duty, military
service is a symbol of fairness, BTS has made
Korea known as the vanguard of K-culture and
created a huge economic ripple effect".

Will it affect the group?

 We know…. Everyone is thinking of the same
thing, so let's address the elephant in the room.
Will Jin joining the military affect the group and
its future? The answer is no. At Least according
to HYBE (they own Big Hit Entertainment).
However, the question has been in people's
minds since the topic first arose. Even Minister
Park has said during his answer, "There are
equity issues between popular artists including
BTS, and those who practice fine arts. This will
affect the group when one of the BTS members
joins the army.", he said. After the news broke
out that Jin will be joining the military, HYBE
made an official statement, saying, "Both the
company and the members of BTS are looking
forward to reconvening as a group again around
2025 following their service commitment".
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When will Jin join the service?

 BTS members have been permitted to differ the law which opened a new amendment. In this new amendment,
artists receive recommendations from the Korean ministry to postpone mandatory military service till they turn 30.
BTS's oldest member, Jin has also put off the service for as long as he can. However, when the ministry of Korea
finalized the service needed to be done, Jin now faces the full stint which means he will be out of the public eye and
in the military for nearly two years when he turns 30 years old in December of 2022.

HYBE has announced, "Jin will cancel the request to delay enlistment in late October 2022 and follow the Military
Manpower Administration's relevant procedures for enlistment,".

Jin himself addressed the issue in a press conference in April of this year. He said, "I talked a lot with the company
and entrusted all military service-related tasks to the company". Previously HYBE stated that every member of the
group will answer their "call for duty" but they are struggling as the policies keep changing and new amendments
keep being made.

Now that it's all settled, Jin will initiate the process and join the service after he is done with his solo music release.
His upcoming solo music is scheduled to be finished at the end of October. Fans are waiting for any news regarding
Suga’s joining now, as he is the second oldest member after Jin in BTS.
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7 Interesting Things You Probably
Didn't Know About the Queen of the

Music Industry: Beyoncé
Critics and other people in the industry predicted the
success of Beyoncé Giselle Knowles-Carter even before
she debuted as a solo artist. In the 1900s, she was in an
all-girl R&B group named Destiny's Child with her
friends. The trio made it one of the best-selling girl
groups of all time and Beyoncé was the one that caught
the eye of everyone among all. She debuted in 2003 as a
solo artist with the album, 'Dangerously In Love'. Since
then she has become unstoppable energy and one of the
most respected, widely famous, and among the
bestsellers in the music industry. Soon she got the tag
of the 'It Girl' and maintained her legacy throughout.
But how much do we know about our favorite superstar
and Queen Bey?

Keep reading to know 7 unknown yet interesting facts
about Beyoncé.

7. She participated in ‘Star Search’ in 1993 and lost!

At only the age of 9 years, Beyoncé with her best friends
created an all-girl singing and rapping group named

'Girls Tyme'. The group proceeded to take part in the US
talent show 'Star Search' in 1993 when the singer was
merely 12 years old. In the competition, the group
performed effortlessly which helped them earn 3 stars
from the judges. However, at the final battle, the group
lost to 'Skeleton Crew', a rock band. The singer later in life
called the experience a "defining moment" in her music
career and childhood. In her song 'Flawless' she even
included a soundbite from the show.

6. She continued her singing by performing for
customers at her mother’s salon

Talent has a habit of blooming even in unusual situations.
Beyoncé was a natural performer and her childhood is
living proof of that. In her documentary, 'Life Is But a
Dream', she explained how she grew up at home with her
mother who was a hairstylist. In her salon, she and her
friends would perform if the customers wanted to listen.
She then explained how even though her mother did not
want to listen to it all the time, she and her friends
insisted on singing and getting money in return.

5. Beyoncé and her alter ego Sasha Fierce

Performers often go through stage fright and stage anxiety
that can be overpowering, and Beyoncé is no different. To
overcome this, she invented her alter ego named Sasha
Fierce. In an interview in 2008, she said that there are
sentient things she would not say in public or certain
types of clothes she would not choose to wear in real life.

But on stage, Sasha Fierce gave her the confidence to do
so. This alter ego became a significant part of her image,
she even named her 2008 album after this alter ego, 'I
am...Sasha Fierce'.

4. Battle with depression in the Destiny's Child era

Destiny’s Child broke up when Luckett and Roberson left
the band. The media turned quickly on Beyoncé and
blamed her for the disbanding. This took a toll on her
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mental health and she battled depression at this time. Beyoncé opened up about this stage and said she used to lock
herself up in her room for days.

3. Obsession with the number ‘four’

Queen Bey is obsessed with the number four and the reason behind it is that many important events in her life fall on
this date. This includes her mother's birthday (January 4), her husband's birthday (December 4), her marriage
anniversary (April 4), and her own birthday (September 4). She and her husband, Jay-Z have matching tattoos of
roman numerals on their ring fingers. It is also the name of her fourth studio album.

2. Singing while running a mile was in her vocal training

For a long period of time, especially in the rising years of her career, Beyoncé's father Mathew Knowles was a big
influence. He used to manage when she was in Destiny's Child and many of her techniques were developed under
influence of her father. One of these is that she used to do her vocal training while running a mile. Mathew thought it
would develop her ability to sing and dance at the same time. This is something that she still practices!

1. ‘Crazy In Love' was written in two hours!

One of the career-defining songs of Beyoncé is definitely 'Crazy In Love'. But how much do you know about the story
behind how it was composed? Well, the super-talented Bey wrote the entire track in just two hours…. with a
hangover!!! Many of us would not even want to go to work when we are hungover, but Beyoncé wrote one of the most
celebrated tracks of all time while being in that state. Even though the singer herself along with her team was
doubtful of the track, it turned out to be a huge huge success!!
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Listen to the
Enthusiastic

Song
'Working on a
Hangover' By
Cynthia Renee

The prolific artist Cynthia Renee is reaching out to a
large number of listeners with her newly released
soundtrack ‘Working on a Hangover’. This unique
presentation has garnered many audiences from all
around the world. The talented artist is spreading her
musical charm and creating a solid fanbase in the
shortest period of time. Recently we got the opportunity
to have char with her and this is how it went-

DMR: Hello Ms. Cynthia Renee, first of all,
congratulations on the huge success of the song
‘Working on a Hangover’. What would you like to
say about your debut single track?

Cynthia Renee: Working on a Hangover is simply a fun
tune about blowing off steam after a long workweek by
getting your drink on a Friday night. It’s a super catchy
song with lyrics you will want to sing along with and
tap your feet to.

DMR: Are you happy with all the responses on this
track?

Cynthia Renee: I am so thrilled with the incredible
response to this song! I think Working on a Hangover is
just super relatable by most people and it’s just an
overall fun tune.

DMR: How did you come up with the concept of this
soundtrack?

Cynthia Renee: In working with SSM Nashville
Records, I have these songwriting sessions with
amazing Nashville-based songwriters. When I wrote
Working on a Hangover with fellow songwriter Dustin
James, I had already had two earlier songwrites that
same day. I guess you could say, I was mentally toasted
at that point and struggling to come up with a new song
idea. Dustin started playing this catchy lick and almost
immediately we had the chorus. The song pretty much
wrote itself from there.

DMR: What has inspired you to make a song like
this?

Cynthia Renee: If you have been to Nashville you know
it’s a Bar Town. Honky Tonks line Broadway street and
music echoes down the boulevard. Thus, Working on a
Hangover just seemed like the perfect Nashville song.

DMR: You have a band and you are a musician for a
long time. What encouraged you to become a
musician?

Cynthia Renee: I was singing before I could really talk.
My parents told me as a toddler I used to sing along
with television commercial jingles just by mimicking
the words and sounds I heard. Then I started singing in
church and at nursing homes and I even had the
opportunity to perform at my own grandpa's church on
many occasions. 
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I’ve always loved music and the storytelling involved. I
love being able to bring someone joy or even move them
to tears through a song I’ve sung.

DMR: How do manage to create songs on your own?

Cynthia Renee: I’ve always loved to write. I’ve written
many stories, songs and poems in my life and have filled
up countless journals. Writing songs helps me process
my life and the circumstances I’m going through.
Writing songs often helps bring me resolution to trials
I’m experiencing in my life. Then I can sing about those
trials and how I got through them and maybe help
someone else.

DMR: Is there any other genre that you would like
to explore in the future?

Cynthia Renee: I’ve always loved the gospel and
hymns. Singing in my grandpa's church and other
churches growing up has always inspired me to sing
songs about healing, faith and the Lord. The Lord has
gotten me through many difficult times and has also
blessed me with musical success. I have a lot to be
thankful for.

DMR: If you were not a musician then what
profession would you choose?

Cynthia Renee: I have actually worked as an estate
lawyer for many years. But I would happily retire from
lawyering to sing and perform full-time.

DMR: Is there any new project you are working on
right now?

Cynthia Renee: If the success of Working on a
Hangover continues, there may be a music video in the
future. I also have several other singles complete and
hope to finish an entire album in the near future.

DMR: If yes then when you will release it?

Cynthia Renee: The release date for future singles is
really up to my label. I have been in discussions with
SSM Nashville about that but we don’t have actual
release dates yet stay tuned.

DMR: Are planning some new concerts in the
coming days?

Cynthia Renee: I have several concerts that are in the
works right now in the greater Sacramento area. I just
finished a show at Hard Rock Casino, Sacramento, and I
plan to perform at Swabbies along the Sacramento
Delta soon. I am also in discussions with Sky River
Casino to perform at their venue soon as well.

DMR: Any message you would like to give to your
fans?

Cynthia Renee: I am honestly still pinching myself
with all the success this song has had, and I truly cannot
thank my fans enough for their continued support along
my musical journey. I have wanted to get my music out
in front of a larger audience my whole life and it has
been an absolute dream of mine to get it there. It may
sound a bit cliche, but I guess with enough hard work
and perseverance, dreams really do come true!

Thank you so much for taking out your precious time.
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Kelly
Clarkson
Discusses
Her Not
Being A
Part Of 'The
Voice' In
The New
Interview
With Gwen
Stefani
Leaving your co-worker or work
bestie is always a tough thought
and it was a heavy subject that was
discussed on The Kelly Clarkson
Show when the host, Kelly Clarkson
invited rock-and-roll icon, Gwen
Stefani. Even though the show was
competitive as every coach was on
each others' necks the whole time
to win the challenge, in real-life,
there is no bad blood between the
two queens of the music industry.
There is more like a deep friendship
bond between them that was
highlighted during the entire
episode of The Kelly Clarkson
Show.

Gwen Stefani was invited by the
"Since U Been Gone" singer for the
second time on the couch and their
candid and lightened interview

gave us a sneak at the dynamic
that the duo shares. During the
interview, Clarkson admitted that
it was 'weird' for her not to be a
part of the competition this year.
She joined the reality singing tv
show back in 2018 for season 14
and has been a consistent coach
for these 4 years. During her
presence on the show, Kelly has
been a part of four back-to-back
wins which was historic in its
sense.

Gwen, responding to Clarkson's
comment about feeling weird for
not being on the stage with
everyone else said, "It's weird to
be here talking to you". Further
explaining her feeling about the
singer's departure, she said that
she has been feeling like she is
"cheating on you or something".
The Havana singer, Camila
Cabello was the one who took
Kelly's spot at the competition,
being the fourth judge of the
show, and the switch-up also
made its way into the
conversation between Clarkson
and Stefani.

Kelly, showing her excitement

 about Camilla joining her spot, says
that both of them share similar
personalities. Agreeing to that Gwen
further states, "I was gonna say, she
has the same mentality as you. Like,
she doesn't care about glam or about
what she wears,".

Discussing the similarities
furthermore, Stefani says that
Cabello talks a lot and is
competitive, and continued saying,
"she's umm..she's you!"

The two also discussed the infamous
Blake Shelton rivalry. At one point,
when Kelly joked about her
excitement to see Camilla going
against Blake, Gwen responded
saying, "It took [Camila] a couple of
days to really get there and after the
first 'Shut up, Blake', then it was on."

Even though Gwen and Blake are
now married, there is no reason to
think she is going to go easy on her
husband. Blake reigns as the coach
with most of the wins, now that
Kelly has departed. It is getting more
exciting to see if Camilla can take
the trophy this year or if the seniors
get the last laugh.
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Adele’s Las Vegas Shows’
Tickets Sell At $40,000, Fans
Express Disappointment On

Social Media

Fans are left disappointed after tickets
to Adele's upcoming gig in Las Vegas
plummeted to sky-high prices. The 34-
year-old singer postponed her Las
Vegas residency merely 24 hours before
the opening in January, which had
been a grand event with a splendid
orchestra, band, and a 60-members
choir. The singer has now revised her
plan and decided to "strip down" on her
shows in order to make them more
"intimate" for her audience.

According to reports, tickets for Adele's
residency in Las Vegas are being sold
for as high as 40,000 dollars per piece.
The tickets were initially priced at as
low as 85 dollars but they were all sold
out within minutes, after which fans of
the "Easy on Me" singer were
compelled to look for tickets on resale
websites like Stubhub or subscribe to
Ticketmaster's Verified Fan, where the

 prices of the tickets were fixed as
high as £40,000. The presale was
supposed to take place on
Tuesday, but following a server
outage, it was postponed to
Wednesday.

The Weekends with Adele shows
were supposed to be opened in
January at The Colosseum at
Caesars Palace but was canceled
due to Covid-19 at the last
minute, leaving fans heartbroken
and angry over the money wasted
on hotels and flight tickets. In
July, Adele took to social media to
announce the revised dates for the
shows to be held in November and
thanked the fans for their
patience. She also announced that
priority will be given to the
existing-ticket holders of the
shows.

The presale was supposed to take
place on Tuesday but following a
server outage, it was postponed to
Wednesday. As the tickets reached
record-high prices, fans who were
unable to purchase the cheaper
presale tickets took to social media
to express their outrage at the
dynamic prices that left major
dents in their pockets. While some
of them called out the resellers for
ripping off fans by purchasing
tickets at lower rates and then
making ridiculously high profits,
others blamed the singer for
putting her fans in a tight spot by
holding too small a tour.

Back in January, Adele shared a
video on her social media channels
apologizing for canceling her show
at such short notice. She explained
to her fans that in spite of her best
efforts, she would not be able to
carry out the shows as Covid 19 had
afflicted most of her crew and team
and crew, along with delivery
delays for the show. Adele appears
to be ecstatic at having finally
overcome that snag and being able
to perform.
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The Prolific
Country
Music
Artist Jody
Miller Has
Died At the
Age Of 80
The country music legend Jody
Miller has died at the age of 80. She
is a Grammy Award-winning singer,
who has shown her musical charm
to all country music lovers. Miller
lived the very last moment of her
life in her hometown Blanchard,
Oklahoma. The artist died on
Thursday and she had been treated
for the disease Parkinson's for the
lets few years.

Her daughter Robin Brooks made
her statement by saying ‘Middle
Sister is sorry to announce the
passing of Jody Miller this morning,
music icon and mother of Robin
Brooks. Please remember the
family as they deal with this great
loss’.

She was the very first artist from
Oklahoma who won a prestigious
award like Grammy Award. Her
death has been extremely shocking
for her fans. The news was
devastating for everyone. Her
creation ‘Queen of the House’
accumulated a large number of
listeners and made her a global
icon.

After her big success, she got the

chance to work with Capitol
Records and established herself as
a prolific artist in the industry. It
can be said that she had a long-
lasting career among everyone.
She has given many soundtracks
in her career, which has helped
her remain a significant country
artist.

Some other tracks of her that have
gotten huge responses are ‘Home
of the Brave’ and ‘Long Black
Limousine’. Apart from Capitol
Records, she has also collaborated
with Epic Records. With this new
recording label, she has given
songs like ‘Baby I'm Yours’,
‘There's a Party Goin' On’,
‘Darling, You Can Always Come
Back Home’, and ‘He's So Fine’.

All these creations of her are
considered the finest country
music. Her absence in the music
world will make a deep impact.
She has shown different aspects of
her as a musician at certain points
in time. In 1980, this artist paused
herself as a country music artist,
and later she tried her hands at
Gospel music.

After her death, Jennifer McMullen
said a few words about the singer
‘She had this innate, God-given
ability to interpret and communicate
with the most beautiful tones and
inflection’. She has also added that
‘She made it look and sound so easy
that it sometimes takes a moment to
realize the greatness of what you are
hearing. But she was just as
authentic and exceptional in her
own life as she was on stage and on
record’.
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BTS’s Jimin
Has Earned
Four
Nominations
In Multiple
Korean
Music
Award
Shows
While most members of BTS have
taken re-birth with solo music
careers, Jimin seems to make some
significant progress despite having
no official debut as a soloist.

With his unwavering personality
and musical aura, the artist has
made each of his releases a
successful one.

It is the time of the year when
Korean Music Award Shows take
place and Jimin has already earned
4 nominations single-handedly. On
October 24, Mnet Asia Music
Awards declared the nominations
for various categories, and Jimin
along with V, J-Hope, Suga, and the
group BTS together have garnered
a total of 17 nominations.

‘With You’ is the most anticipated
musical project by Jimin which
happened to be his first-ever solo
release as well out of BTS. 

The artist collaborated with Ha
Sungwoon to create this luxury
OST which is nominated as the
Best OST of the year on MAMA.
There are also many other artists
on the list such as Melomance's
‘Love, Maybe,’ ‘Christmas Tree’ by
V, ‘Your Existence’ by Wonstein,
etc to name some. Jimin’s OST is
the only OST to be in this
category which is used for popular
Korean Drama ‘Our Blues’.

Other than the list of
nominations, ‘With You’ is also
making and breaking some
records as it stands as the most
streamed OST released in 2022.

It has already garnered more than
158 Million streams on Spotify
and continues to gain more. It has
also gained more than 30 Million
streams on YouTube as well as
gathered more than 385K
Shazams.

The track is also making history
by being the first ever Korean OST
which is topping WorldWide
Apple Music Chart, Gaon Weekly
Charts, Billboard Charts of Asian
countries, Melon's Top 100, and
others. The OST is the fastest
song to achieve #1 in 100
countries in iTunes history.

The track has also sold over 105K
units only in the United States. The
song earned another nomination for
the Song of The Year (Daesang).

Jimin’s solo track ‘Filter’ was also
nominated for Song of The Year on
the 10th GAON Chart Awards
released in 2020 while he was in
BTS. Similarly, another track
produced by him titled ‘Friends’
have been nominated and was used
as the OST Marvel's blockbuster hit
‘Eternals’ in 2021.

Jimin is currently working on many
new musical projects, making sure to
gain more achievements. Stay tuned
to know more.
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RIHANNA MAKES AN EPIC COMEBACK WITH
HER SOLO SINGLE ON 'BLACK PANTHER:

WAKANDA FOREVER'
Rihanna has come back to the music industry with her latest solo
project ‘Lift Me Up’ from the movie ‘Black Panther: Wakanda
Forever’, a tribute to Chadwick Boseman.

Pop queen Rihanna has dropped her first solo single in six years
and the fans are going crazy over it. While most people thought
that the singer might have stopped working in the industry due to
her prolific progress with Fenty Beauty; the singer proved
everybody wrong by singing one of the most heartfelt tracks ever.
She has performed the song ‘Lift Me Up’ which is taken from the
soundtrack of Marvel’s sequel ‘Black Panther: Wakanda Forever’.
This highly anticipated movie is all set to release this November
and the singer dropped the track on Friday, teasing her return to
the music industry through social media.

While the singer is getting critical acclaim for her return to the
industry, Director Ryan Coogler said that it was to honor the late
actor Chadwick Boseman who played the character of Black
Panther. The director said, "Honestly, I think it was Chad". He
further said "A lot of improbable things needed to happen for it to
come through and Rihanna was veryclear that she did that for
him."

Boseman was one of the finest actors in the industry who
appeared in various movies like ‘Da 5 Bloods’, ‘21 Bridges’, ‘Get
On Up’ and many others. The actor died in 2020 after being
diagnosed with colon cancer four years. He was posthumously
nominated for Oscar for Ma Rainey's movie ‘Black Bottom’.
Rihanna’s tribute to Boseman is truly indulging and the
lamentation resonates deep within the fans’ hearts.

The track ‘Lift Me Up’ has been co-written by
Coogler, Rihanna, and singer-songwriter Tems.
With the subtle musical arrangement along with
Rihanna’s amazing vocal skills creates a
cinematic essence that is perfect for the movie
as well as its theme of it.

Director Coogler explained, "We knew (she) was
at a point in her life as well where she was
focusing on different things - focused on
business, motherhood, which is a big theme in
our film. We were holding out hope that maybe
it could work out and boy did it for this song."
this is the first solo single by the singer since
her last studio album ‘Anti’ in 2016.

With Rihanna’s involvement in the movie
Wakanda Forever, the anticipation and
excitement meter has gone even higher. It is
paving a way for making it a huge box office
success, releasing soon on November 11.
Perhaps it is one of the most emotional projects
ever released by Rihanna.
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Groove Along With Striking Artist Lizzie and Her
Upcoming Single, 'Fool of My Heart'

After the debut EP 'Silverlining', the
mesmerizing artist Lizzie has
released the official first single off
her second EP, titled 'Fool of My
Heart'. 

A few days back, I came across an
interesting young artist on Spotify
that made me spellbound. The
artist, Lizzie has done an exemplary
job at making her debut EP
consisting of 6 tracks that will take
you on 6 separate journeys. Now
the artist has released the first
single off her second EP, entitled
'Fool of My Heart' which is
available for you to listen to now.

 Come along with me in this beautiful
musical journey of the singer and
songwriter Lizzie and be a part of her
exceptional musical talents.

The track, 'Fool of My Heart' is a
beautiful piece of art that makes the
entire room groove along. I was
enthralled by the fact that the artist is
just 18 years old and at this age, she is
able to convey her feelings and
emotions through breathtaking lyricism.

On top of that, her vocal tunes and
singing ability with her belting voice are
absolutely enrapturing in the track. The
more you listen to it, the more you
would want to place it on repeat.

There are songs like, 'Kindness For
Weakness', ''My Story', 'Blue Sky', on
her debut EP, 'Silverlining' and
singles like,'Makes You Feel Better'
that are standing proof of Lizzie’s
immense talent.

Now that the artist has officially
started her second EP by releasing
'Fool of My Heart' which is keeping
me and the audience on edge and
eager. It is now available on
YouTube, Spotify, and Apple Music.

You can also follow her for more
updates on Instagram, and
Facebook.
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After
Getting The
‘Permission
To Dance’,
Boston
Dynamics’
Robot Spot
Grooves
Along
Popular
BTS Track
In New
Video
The internet rejoiced when they
saw the Boston Dynamics' robot
Spotto dancing again. This time,
the phenomena happened at BTS's
concert that was held in Busan,
South Korea where Spot was seen
to be dancing at the band's viral hit
song, 'Permission To Dance'. The
new video already had the netizens
of the internet go crazy and the
video of the robot dog Spot dancing
went viral as well. People are
praising the robot's dancing skills
and cute poses.

The robots of Boston Dynamics are
technologically extremely

 advanced. Thor activities have
progressed over the past few years
and now these robots can do
multiple tasks at once. They can
do dances, running, and
gymnastics, and are even capable
of taking part in daily life
activities; such as lifting objects,
opening doors, etc. With each
video performance, people are
seeing more innovation and
entertainment than the previous
ones which is becoming awe-
striking for them.

Boston Dynamics have uploaded
on its site that the ultimate goal
of developing these dog-like
robots is to use them as useful
tools that will help people do
chores and upgrade their
livelihood of people. With the
help of these robots, people will
be able to lead safe life. In the
meantime, the robots are showing
their ability to move quickly,
easily, and in sync in these new
dancing videos which are made for
entertainment purposes. In the
video, a sign of optimism and
buoyancy is shown throughout the
entire video where people could
see the words, "The greatest
moment is yet to come".

Spot, the robot dog from Boston
Dynamics made its first

appearance back in 2016.

It is the smaller prototype of the
company's larger dog robot, BigDog.
After its first appearance in 2019, it
was made available to purchase for
common people a year later. The
company has been open about facing
difficulties while making these
videos featuring robots with
engineering which is becoming
easier and less complicated over
years.

This new video was a collaboration
between Boston Dynamics, BTS, and
HyundaiMotor where the seven
members were also present. The
company's human-like robot, Atlas,
also made a special appearance. It
was for BTS's 'Yet To Come', a free
concert that was held to support
South Korea’s bid to hold the World
Expo in 2030.
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Indian News

The K-
Fication Of
India:
Indian
People Are
Now
Getting
Married In
The Korean
Way
Korean culture and its impact are
now impossible to ignore. The
entire world is swept away by the
cultural cyclone that South Korea
provided. There is not one person
of Gen-Z or Millenial that does not
know what K-Pop sounds like or did
not ever watch a K-drama scene
and in India, a country adapting to
all cultures, the madness over
Korean culture is very prominent.

The latest reflection was seen at
the Korean cultural festival, 'Rang
De Dhaba' in Delhi on Saturday.
The fandom of Korean music and
entertainment just had its first
Korean wedding at the festival. A
couple, who has been married for
20 years renewed their wedding
vows in Korean wedding style at the
festival.

Jyoti and Vishal Gupta, the couple
who have daughters who are die-

hard fans of Korean culture, had
pushed them to do it in the
Korean way.

Although the rituals were
performed by an Indian man. The
entire ceremony was over in just
30 minutes and was extremely
simple as if someone
oversimplified the "big fat Indian
wedding" and a simpler, shorter
version of it came out.

Talking about the experience,
Visal Gupta, the groom said, "At
first we were reluctant. It was a
work day. But we were surprised at
how much we enjoyed the whole
experience", The 45 years old
telecom engineer further
commented that their wedding
was the shortened version of the
original "all-day" Korean wedding.

The attire also followed the
Korean traditional wedding style
where the groom wore blue and
the bride wore red silk.

'Rang De Korea' is a two-day affair
that is the biggest Korean cultural
festival in India. The wedding
happened at the DLF mall in Delhi
where the wedding watchers were

 mainly young Indians. The festival
is hosted by Korean Cultural Center
India (KCCI), marking its 10th
anniversary this year. The event was
a display of Korea's soft cultural seed
spreading in the society of India.

The entire fest was all about Korean
attire, calligraphy, and not to
mention K-Pop, K-Food, and a
display of the Korean martial art,
taekwondo.

The wedding was a highlight of this
two-day event. It also gave
inspiration to Amratha Kong and
Hyunbin Kong, the inter-racial
couple who met through a language
exchange app and was married in
Kerala following the Hindu rituals in
January of this year to wed for the
second time in Korean style.
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